The effect of short periods of monocular deprivation on excitatory transmission in the striate cortex of kittens: a current source density analysis.
The goal of this study was to assess changes in synaptic activity in the visual cortex of kittens following brief periods of monocular deprivation. Field potentials evoked by electrical stimulation of both optic nerves were registered in vertical penetrations through areas 17 and 18 of 4-5 week-old kittens which had been monocularly deprived for 2-7 days. In order to assess the laminar distribution of synaptic currents these field potentials were subjected to a current source density analysis. Current source density profiles elicited from the deprived eye differed from those induced from the normal eye in several respects: 1) The amplitudes of the responses showed considerable variation at different recording sites across the tangential dimension of cortex. 2) On the average, sinks and sources were markedly reduced, and this reduction was relatively more pronounced in non-granular than in granular layers. 3) However, in 30% of the tracks the layer IV sink showed no attenuation. It was reduced in 48% of the tracks and completely suppressed in 22% of the tracks. These results indicate that a substantial fraction of the deprived thalamocortical synapses remained functional, but that many of these synaptic events remained subthreshold. The significance of these findings is discussed in the context of recovery processes following reverse suture.